Visual and linguistic predictors for the definiteness of referring expressions
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Abstract
This study explores the impact of visual context on the conceptual salience of a discourse entity, using descriptions of how to find specific targets in cartoon scenes. Significant positive correlation is observed between larger and more salient objects and definite expressions, whereas more cluttered images are positively related to indefinite expressions. Incorporating these findings with other linguistic factors, we build a mixed-effects logistic regression model for predicting referring forms. The model reaches 62% accuracy. This study helps us to understand better how physical context, like an image, determines the linguistic properties of a discourse.

1 Introduction
When presented with a picture, how do you start your description? How will visual factors affect the expressions you use? And how do these factors interact with contextual and discourse features? Answering these questions will help to build a connection between the visual clues we perceive from a picture and the particular linguistic expressions we choose to describe it. It will also facilitate referring expression generation (REG) (Krahmer and van Deemter, 2012): the task of generating natural and contextually proper referring expressions.

In this study, we examine the roles played by visual features of an object and its visual context in determining whether, in a description, it will be mentioned by a simple definite NP, a long, descriptive definite expression, an indefinite, a demonstrative or a pronoun. We find that visual features like area and low-level visual salience are positively associated with definite referring expressions as a whole, suggesting that visually prominent objects are treated as more conceptually salient when we describe them.

These results are important for two reasons. First, they draw a firm connection between linguistic theories of reference which appeal to salience, and the low-level perceptual mechanisms from which salience arises. By doing so, they help to situate these theories in the wider context of cognitive science. Secondly, there is comparatively little research investigating the effect of visual properties on referring forms. Most previous research on text generation for REG has focused on content selection (Krahmer and van Deemter, 2012) where several studies have found effects of visual salience. These results suggest that human speakers also take vision into account during sentence planning and realization.

We use mixed-effects regression models to analyze the importance of several visual and linguistic factors in a corpus of visual-scene referring expressions (Clarke et al., 2013). These models can be used to predict referring forms on new data. Our classifier achieves 62% accuracy, which is 30% better than the majority baseline, and 6% better than a classifier without visual features, demonstrating its usability for generating contextually appropriate referring expressions for visual scenes.

2 Background

2.1 Linguistic theory
Linguists have proposed many different theories to account for the relationship between the salience of discourse entities and the kinds of re-
ferring expressions that can be used to describe them. Although different terms, such as topicality, givenness, accessibility, prominence, familiarity or salience, are used, they all converge on one point: referring expressions reflect the cognitive status of discourse entities they refer to (Prince, 1999; Chafe, 1976; Givon, 1983; Gundel et al., 1993; Ariel, 1988; Roberts, 2003).

Several of these theories match the cognitive or attentional states associated with a discourse entity and specific linguistic forms of reference. Gundel et al. (1993) use the term givenness to illustrate how salient a discourse entity is. They specify a scale of attentional states corresponding to different forms of referring expressions. The Givenness Hierarchy they suggest is: in focus > activated > familiar > uniquely identifiable > referential > type identifiable. Related to these six cognitive statuses are the forms of referring expressions that these statuses license: it > that, this, this N > that N > the N > indefinite this N > a N. Each status on the hierarchy is a necessary and sufficient condition for the appropriate use of a linguistic form. For example, a discourse entity has to be in focus to be referred by a pronoun, or a discourse entity has to be uniquely identifiable to license the definite expression the N.

Along the same line, Roberts (2003) proposes that the use of a definite NP presupposes that that the NP is familiar (i.e., that there is a corresponding discourse referent already in the discourse context), and that this discourse referent is unique among the discourse referents in the context. She also further differentiates familiarity into strong familiarity and weak familiarity. Strong familiarity is reserved for the more commonly assumed notion of familiarity, where it usually involves explicit previous mention of the entity in question, while an entity is weakly familiar when its existence is entailed by the local context. Hence, weak familiarity subsumes strong familiarity but is more inclusive, including discourse referents introduced non-linguistically, on the basis of contextual entailments (including perceptually accessed information) alone.

Ariel (1988; 1991) proposes a similar theory in which the complexity of referring forms reflects their accessible status in our mind. Basically, more reduced linguistic forms suggest more accessible or more salient status in the discourse. Based on her empirical study, she proposes a graded Accessibility Marking Scale in which she differentiates nominal descriptions with modifiers and those without modifiers. In general, expressions with modifiers refer to entities with lower accessibility. For example, short definite expressions denote discourse referents that are more accessible than long ones; the descriptive content of long definites helps to further single out their discourse referents.

These theories are attractive to us because they make efforts to capture the correlation between cognitive status on the one side and linguistic forms of referring expression on the other side.

What is generally missing is a fully grounded theory which explains how low-level percepts affect the cognitive status ranking. While it is universally acknowledged that non-linguistic factors play a role, most research has focused on linguistic features which can create or indicate a high cognitive status for an entity: for instance, Grosz et al. (1995) proposes a ranking scale of grammatical roles played by the discourse entities, subject > object > others, see also (Kameyama, 1986; Hudson et al., 1986). Other factors like the distance between the entity and its previous mention, the competition from other discourse entities and the (in)animacy of the discourse entities have also been studied as cues to determine the cognitive status of a discourse entity (Hobbs, 1976; Mitkov, 1998; Haghighi and Klein, 2010). When present, these linguistic features are highly influential, often overriding non-linguistic perceptual factors (Viethen et al., 2011a). But when they are not, less is known about which perceptual features matter in selecting appropriate referring forms.

### 2.2 Referring expression generation

Both psycholinguists and text generation specialists have examined precisely the case in which visual information has the greatest influence: one-shot referring tasks (i.e., without discourse context) involving an object in a visual scene.

Viethen et al. (2011b) analyze a corpus of map-task dialogues and find that visual context is not an important factor in deciding content of a referring expression, even for first mentions. However, other studies have found effects for visual features.

Kelleher et al. (2005) claim that salience—both visual and linguistic—is an important overarching semantic category structuring visually situated discourse. They describe a system which uses simple measurements of visual salience—bounding
box area and distance to screen center—for both language understanding and REG content selection, and find these features are helpful. Duckham et al. (2010) use a variety of visual and perceptual features to select landmarks for computer-generated navigation instructions.

Clarke et al. (2013) also find a role for visual features in content selection. (They argue that the discrepancy with Viethen et al. might be accounted for by the stimuli—the images Clarke et al. use are more complex.) They find that visual properties (salience, clutter, area, and distance) influence referring expression generation for targets embedded in images from “Where’s Wally?” books. Referring expressions for large target objects are shorter than those for small targets, and expressions about targets in highly cluttered scenes use more words. Also, people are more likely to choose large, salient objects which are close to the target as landmarks in relational descriptions.

Comparatively fewer studies have investigated how low-level visual features affect linguistic forms. Montag and MacDonald (2011) examined how visual salience affects the linguistic structure choice in terms of passive or active voice in relative clauses.

Closer to our work, Vogels et al. (2013) study how visual salience affects the choice of referent and the choice of referring forms when interacting with linguistic context in two story-completion experiments. They find that visual salience influences the choice of referent and does so independently of linguistic salience. But visual salience does not affect the choice of referring forms, which are strongly affected by linguistic salience. They conclude that visual salience has an influence on the global interpretation of the scene, but does not directly affect the accessibility status of individual entities—that is, people use different types of information in choosing a referent and choosing a referring expression.

In contrast, we do find effects from visual information on referring form, but nonetheless, we believe our study accords with Vogels et al. (2013). In their study, the two possible linguistic forms considered are pronouns and full noun phrases. Pronouns are a referring form which is highly sensitive to linguistic context, and our results also show they are relatively insensitive to visual effects; our strongest effects are in distinguishing different types of NP. Moreover, our one-shot referring task provides no linguistic context to begin with, while the story completion task of Vogels et al. (2013) provides previous referring expressions for the entities in all experimental conditions.

All the research introduced above shows that salient landmarks are more likely to be chosen in route description or scene descriptions than less salient ones and salient objects are more likely to be chosen as subject referent, which establishes the important role that visual salience plays in content selection. Both Montag and MacDonald (2011) and Vogels et al. (2013) study how visual salience affect our choice of concrete linguistics forms, but these studies involve highly controlled experimental environments in which perceptual variables are manipulated in a fairly coarse way, so that visual salience can be considered as a categorical variable rather than a continuum. Moreover, although Vogels et al. (2013) considers the choice of pronouns vs NPs, they leave open the issue of definiteness: what kind of NP to produce.

In this paper, we reanalyze Clarke et al. (2013)’s data, investigating which visual features of an object in an image or visual properties of the image as a whole affect people’s choice of concrete linguistic referring forms. This study not only reveals the effects of various perceptual factors but also quantifies their relative importance. We show that both visual characteristics of the referent (visual salience and size) and a characteristic of the image as a whole (clutter) correlate with increased use of definite expressions. Furthermore, since visual factors have measurable effects on people’s choice of referring forms, then consideration of these factors in referring expression generation tasks should be beneficial.

2.3 Visual salience

The visual salience (Salience) of an object (Toet, 2011) is a description of how much the object stands out from the background. Perceptual psychologists have developed models of visual salience, which typically aggregate low-level features such as color and contrast, and compare the features around each point to those in the image in general in order to predict how different the point will look from its surroundings. The size and central location of an object are also important (Tatler, 2007). Such models can predict fixations during scene viewing (Itti and Koch, 2000). Re-
Figure 1: An image from our corpus and the corresponding visual salience map produced by the bottom-up component of Torralba et al. (2006); red indicates high salience scores, blue low salience scores.

Related models from visual search (Wolfe, 1994) can also be used to predict how quickly subjects find a target object in a visual search task.

The Torralba et al. (2006) model used in our experiments is a typical contrast-based salience model (which we augment by including area, centrality and distance features as independent predictors). It computes a visual salience score for each pixel in the image using a bank of oriented filters, then assigns a salience score to each bounding box which is the maximum over pixels it contains. The pixel scores are illustrated in Figure 1, which illustrates the visual prominence of the fire truck and the line of baggage handlers.

Visual clutter is a measurement of scene complexity; high clutter leads to difficulty when visually searching for objects (Henderson et al., 2009). Models of clutter (Rosenholtz et al., 2007) also depend on local image features such as color and orientation; in general, if these features are highly variable (many different colors and edge angles are represented), the scene will appear cluttered and hard to search.

3 Methods

We use a corpus collected in Clarke et al. (2013), consisting of descriptions of specific target people in cartoon scenes from the children’s book series “Where’s Wally”. The descriptions were elicited on Mechanical Turk, by asking participants to explain to someone else how to find a target person in the picture. Clarke et al. (2013) annotated the textual descriptions by marking references to visible objects and linked each one to a corresponding bounding box in the image. Their annotation scheme distinguishes two types of objects: the target is the person in the picture whom the subject was instructed to describe, while landmarks are other objects in the picture that the subject uses to describe the target. They also distinguish between textual mentions of landmarks that are part of a relative description (“near the bus”) (Dale and Haddock, 1991), and those whose existence is established without giving a relative description (“look at the bus”). An example of the annotation is given in Figure 2.

Our goal here is to characterize how visual features affect the way people perceive definiteness of a discourse entity and choose referring forms accordingly from a cognitive/linguistic standpoint. We therefore used the totality of the descriptions in the corpus, without conducting experiments to determine whether they would lead to a successful/quick identification of the target by the listener. The fact that we did not filter out such “bad/unsuccessful” descriptions might be a weakness as far as applications are concerned, but from the cognitive/linguistic investigation that concerns us, these descriptions are a valuable source of information about how speakers compose descriptions.

Figure 2: An example image and RE from the corpus with the target marked by a red box. The annotator has added a black box for the landmark (in this case the net). Words describing the target and landmark in the RE are XML-tagged.
Table 1: Distribution of referring forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pron</th>
<th>Demo</th>
<th>SDef</th>
<th>LDef</th>
<th>Indef</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counts</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>1584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We distinguish six classes of referring form: pronouns, demonstratives, short definite NPs, long definite NPs, indefinite NPs and bare singulars. We manually annotate each tagged mention of a visual object with its appropriate class. Demonstratives are NPs headed by this, that, these and those. Definite NPs are those headed by the. Short definite NPs are definite NPs without any modifiers and long definite NPs are those with modifiers like adjectives, prepositional phrases, and relative clauses. We split the definites in this way in order to investigate the Accessibility Marking theory of Ariel (1988). Indefinite NPs are those headed by a, an, some or plural nouns. Bare singulars are singular nouns not headed by any determiners, like “man with a hat” or “brown dog”; these are ungrammatical in standard English, but occur in Mechanical Turk elicitations. The corpus contains 447 bare singulars; a preliminary analysis using the features below showed that these were similar in their distribution to definites and usually misclassified as such. We conclude that the bare singular form is an alternate form of the definite, and in the rest of our analysis one-word bare singulars are merged with short definite NPs and longer bare singulars with long definite NPs (Table 1).

We perform one-vs-all mixed-effects logistic regression analyses with R (Bates et al., 2011). We incorporate random intercepts for speaker (N=115) and image (N=11), and three types of fixed-effects features: task-based, visual and linguistic.

Task-based features
The task features indicate whether the object being referred to is the target of the description (Target) or a landmark (Lmark).

Visual features
Visual features of the described object include its area (Area) as well as its centroid-to-centroid distance from the target (Distance). Another feature captures whether its bounding box overlaps with that of the target or, if it is a landmark in a relative description of some other object, with that object (Overlap) (Kelleher et al., 2005; Golland et al., 2010).

We also use two models from the perception literature as features in our analysis. Both of them are previously-implemented models from the perceptual psychology literature. We use the values computed and distributed by Clarke et al. (2013), which measure the visual salience of bounding boxes by using the bottom-up component of Torralba et al. (2006). We also compute visual clutter using two models proposed in Rosenholtz et al. (2007). Feature congestion (Congestion) measures the variance in features like different colors, orientations, or luminance contrast changes in a given local area. Sub-band entropy (Clutter or Clt) measure represents the intuition that an “organized” scene is less cluttered. With more organization, and thus more redundancy, the brain (or computer) can represent an image with more efficient encoding, thus a lower value in this measure. It is inversely related to how many bits could be saved by JPEG-compressing the image (Rosenholtz et al., 2007; Asher et al., 2013). All the values of visual features used in this paper are distributed as part of the corpus.

Linguistic features
We use linguistic features found to be useful in previous studies of definiteness and information status (Nissim, 2006). In some cases we modified these feature definitions to rely on surface ordering rather than syntactic annotations, due to our lack of a parser for the Mechanical-Turk-elicited text.

Coref: We check if the phrase refers to a previously-mentioned entity, treating two phrases as coreferent if they resolve to the same bounding box in the image.

Establish: This feature captures whether the annotator marked the expression as establishing existence rather than part of a relative description, such as “look at the X”, rather than a relative description like “near the X”.

There-be: We have an explicit feature to capture there+be existential construction, known to disfa-
Table 2: Coefficients learned by the one-vs-all mixed-effects models for predicting referring forms. Significance codes: p-value < 0.001, **; p-value < 0.01, *; p-value < 0.05, ·; p-value < 0.1, . The model includes all pairwise interactions, but only significant interactions are shown. The “Def” column shows coefficients for a merged class containing both long and short definites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Pron</th>
<th>Demo</th>
<th>SDef</th>
<th>LDef</th>
<th>(Def)</th>
<th>Indef</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lmark</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coref</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There-be</td>
<td>-15.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>-15.43</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>-3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be</td>
<td>-3.33</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-3.01</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
<td>-2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prep</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salience</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlap</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutter</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target:Clt</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area:Clt</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salience:Clt</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a positively associated with pronouns, which suggests that larger and more visually salient objects are also perceived as more prominent and tend to be referred to by definite expressions, especially short definites.

Overlap is positively related to indefinite expressions and Distance is positively related to definite expressions. A closer look will show that these two measures are inversely related; usually, when two objects are overlapped, the centroid distance between them is short. In other words, positions like subject position to achieve better discourse coherence (Groß and Sidner, 1986).

As for visual features, we find main effects of Area in favor of short definite NPs, against long definites and strongly against indefinites. This result accords with the Accessibility Marking Scale proposed by Ariel (1988), which uses short definites for more accessible objects, then long definites and finally indefinites.

The results for Salience are smaller, but appear to be similar. Visual salience has non-significant positive associations with both short and long definites; if both classes of definite are analyzed together, the effect reaches significance. We suspect the failure to find it with either subgroup is due to reduced power because of the relatively smaller datasets. Overall the results confirm our hypothesis that larger and more visually salient objects are also perceived as more prominent and tend to be referred to by definite expressions, especially short definites.

4 Results and analysis

The coefficients from our one-vs-all mixed-effects logistic regression analysis are shown in Table 2. The linguistic features generally behave as the existing literature leads us to expect. A previous coreferent mention has the expected impact on referring forms (Roberts, 2003): pronouns and demonstratives are favored as indicated by the positive estimate for Coref, whereas indefinites are disfavored (negative coefficient). Indefinite NPs are positively associated with There and Be. Definite NPs are positively related to Prep, indicating that uniquely identifiable discourse entities are more likely to be the complements of prepositions. First is positively related to pronouns, which supports the hypothesis that back-looking centers like pronouns tend to appear at linguistically salient positions like subject position to achieve better discourse coherence (Groß and Sidner, 1986).

We also considered the distance of an object to the center of the image, but its effect was not significant.
speakers use more definite expressions to refer to objects far from the target of the description, while using more indefinites to refer to objects close by. Landmarks that are close by can be helpful even if they are hard to see (by helping the listener confirm that they have found the target). But distant landmarks must be easy to find in their own right, and this makes them better candidates for definite mentions.

Converging with the findings discussed above, the estimates for *Clutter* suggest that indefinite expressions are more likely to be used in a more crowded image. *Area* also interacts with *Clutter*: large objects are more likely to be definite and less likely to be indefinite when the image is more cluttered overall. This supports the results from linguistic research that indefinites need to be type identifiable (Gundel et al., 1993) while definites need to have uniquely identifiable referents (Gundel et al., 1993; Roberts, 2003). In an image where a lot of similar objects crowd together, many objects, especially smaller ones, will be hard to uniquely identify, so speakers may avoid using definite references for them. Alternatively, speakers might not be able to easily verify that the object is in fact unique in the image.

Using the predictions obtained from the five one-vs-all logistic regressions, we classify 479 randomly chosen NPs held out as test data, using the standard highest score strategy. Table 3 shows the classification accuracies. We find that all three types of features are significantly more effective than a majority baseline (always “indefinites”). Linguistic features are very robust in predicting referring forms as widely recognized by prior research, which itself improve the overall accuracy from 32% to 55%. Adding visual features also leads to significant improvement of predicting results on the top of baseline, linguistic features and task-based features, which gives stronger support for our hypothesis that low-level visual features play an important role in predicting linguistic forms for referring expressions. Our strongest model, using all feature sets together, scores 62%.

Table 4 shows the classification accuracies when short and long definite expressions are combined. All three types of features are still significantly more effective than the baseline majority, now definites. However, adding visual features does not lead to a significant improvement on top of linguistic and task-based features. This means combining short and long definite expressions reduces the prediction of visual features, which suggest visual features are most effective in differentiating short and long definite expressions.

Table 5 shows per-category prediction results for each of the referring forms, cross-validated over the entire dataset. Most pronouns are predicted to be pronouns, despite their low percentage in our data (11%); 16% are labeled as definites, and less than 2% as indefinites. Very few demonstratives (12%) are correctly predicted,
since they are extremely under-represented in our data (4%). However, most of them are predicted as definites (64%) and pronouns (23%). 11% of definites are labeled as indefinite, showing that pronouns, demonstratives and definite expressions, as a group, share some common features, and our model draws a relatively sharp distinction between this group and the indefinites.

Although different cognitive states are proposed in linguistic research as necessary conditions for definite expressions, such as uniquely identifiable by Gundel et al. (1993) and weak familiar by Roberts (2003), all these theories claim that discourse entities which have higher cognitive status in the givenness scale, like in focus or activated can be referred to by either definite NPs or proforms like pronouns or demonstratives. We observe this predicted overlap in the usage of these three referring forms in the confusion results.

Of the remaining errors, we believe many are due to individual differences between speakers in terms of visual perception or describing style. Inspection of the random intercepts reveals that speakers vary in the overall proportions of different referring forms they use. In some cases this seems to be a matter of style: some people phrase their referring expressions as instructions (“Look for the man standing aside the red truck”), others describe (“A man standing...”) and some use a telegraphic style (“man, in blue jeans, standing...”).

Figure 3 also suggests that visual properties like “area” have different effects on people’s choice of whether to use definite or indefinite expressions. Most subjects (lines curving sharply to the upper left) follow the general trend of using definite expressions for larger objects, but a few show weaker trends, or no trend at all. Whether the variance is caused by speakers perceiving the image differently, or reacting differently to visual factors, deserves future study.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we have revealed the correlation between the visual features of discourse entities and their referring forms. We find visual features like area and salience are positively related to definite expressions and indefinite expressions are more likely to be used in crowded images. Based on these findings, we train a classifier to predict the referring forms for these visual objects. Our classifier achieves 62% overall accuracy, 30% higher than the majority baseline. This study helps us to better grasp the interaction between linguistic properties of the discourse and the physical context in which utterances are grounded. In future work, we hope to incorporate these features into a full-scale surface realization system.
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